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Abstract
e speed of sound in water rises and falls with temperature, current speed, salinity, and
pressure. Precisely measured underwater acoustic travel times can be used to calculate these
parameters for a body ofwater. If the salinity and pressure along the acoustic path is known, a
system of two underwater hydrophones transmitting bi-directionally can indirectly measure
both temperature and water velocity. Summing the bi-directional travel times isolates the
temperature component, while subtracting the travel times isolates the component of current
speed.
ere has been much work in using this method for current point detectors as well as
networks covering very large distances (> 100km). e feasibility of using acoustic travel
times for measurements in the 100m - 3km range has been less explored. Accurate measure-
ments at this range may be valuable in iceberg tracking for the oshore oil and gas industry,
as well as in building high resolution maps for environmental studies. is range presents
some new challenges, as a distributed network must remain highly synchronized to obtain
suciently accurate travel times. Multipath travel is also highly problematic in this range.
A system has been developed and used to measure tidal currents in the North Atlantic
Ocean.e design was built from the ground up.e hardware, soware, and data process-
ing are built to work with non-specialized low-cost equipment in a variety of harsh marine
deployment conditions. Field testing showed that the system was capable of measuring cur-
rents to within ±4cm/s across a 130m range. Quantitative error analysis is included which
shows that much higher accuracies could be achieved at the 1km range.
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Measurement of physical ocean properties has become a subject of signicant research fo-
cus over the past century. Quantifying climate change, oshore oil development, and studies
of marine wildlife are examples of subject areas which benet from reliable data on ocean
currents and temperatures. It is no surprise then, that there are a wide variety of sensor tech-
nologies available to measure these parameters. While improvements in these technologies
in recent years have led to a greater understanding of the world’s oceans, there is a still a
need from the scientic and industrial communities for improvements in instrumentation
reliability, accuracy, and cost-eectiveness.
e four characteristic properties which dene an area of the ocean are temperature,
current velocity, pressure, and salinity.e denition of the range of an area of ocean varies
greatly depending on the application. Oceanographers investigating global ocean trends are
interested in the mesoscale (100km), the sub-basin scale (>1Mm), and the antipodal scale
(>20Mm). An oshore oil platformmay be interested in knowing the current speeds within
the immediate 3km radius to the assess the risk of collision with an iceberg or alongside
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vessel. Utilities, such as a hydroelectric power or water supplier, may be interested in infor-
mation on their reservoirs at resolutions less than 1 km. A sensor design must account for
both the parameters it will measure and the spatial scale it will encompass.
e work outlined in this thesis is focused on current velocitymeasurement at ranges less
than 3 km. is requirement dened the materials, assumptions, and principles used in its
development.e fundamental parameter measured by the system is travel time of acoustic
waves between two underwater locations.e average current velocity over the acoustic path
is calculated using known formulas for the relationship between acoustic travel time and
current velocity. Acoustic travel times also provide the ability to calculate temperature over
the acoustic path. While the primary focus of the experiments is current, some temperature
measurements are included.
e propagation of waves through a uid medium is a function of many variables. e
complex nature of travelling waves makes simulation very dicult and prone to inaccura-
cies if too many assumptions are used. Because of this, an experimental approach has been
taken. Simplied formulae and models are used only as a qualitative conrmation of the ex-
perimental results. e primary objective of the thesis project was to design, build, deploy,
and evaluate a system capable of using acoustic travel times tomeasure average current speed
at scales less than 3 km.is experience is then used to provide design insights, quantitative
limitations, and areas for continued focus in progressing this area of marine technology.
1.1 Problem Statement
Measuring current motion in large, open bodies of water presents many challenges. Flows
can change direction and speed quickly across range, depth, and time. Currents observed in
one area of a body of water may be very dierent from those in a neighbouring area, making
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them dicult to track using single-point detectors.e instruments must also be deployed
in harsh, unpredictable environments hindering longevity, reliability, and data accessibility.
e most common methods of underwater current detection each have their own ben-
ets and pitfalls. Doppler-based instruments are very common and relatively inexpensive,
but rely on signal scatterers to be present in the water which is not always the case [8]. Lo-
cation based, free-dri, instruments do not require special instrumentation and can use the
Global Positioning System (GPS) to track their motion [22]. However, with this technol-
ogy it can take days to acquire a single current measurement. Satellite altimetry can provide
unmatched spatial resolution but these systems are costly to deploy and require expensive
satellite bandwidth.
Electromagnetic and mechanical methods are oen utilized for measuring uid ow
through a pipe or narrow channel. Electromagnetic ow meters generate a magnetic eld
and measure its disruption when a conductive uid ows through it. Mechanical meth-
ods include measuring rotations of a turbine driven by the uid, and lling and releasing a
chamber of known volume and counting the lls. Mechanical devices require a great deal of
maintenance and can be dicult to use in environments with variable ow direction.
ere are two commonly used forms of acoustic current measurement instruments -
local point detectorswith transducer separations of less than 1m, and purpose-built networks
spanning large ocean distances. e precision required by the local instruments can result
in issues when deploying in untested environments [27]. Further, the instruments are point
detectors, and thus suer from susceptibility to local ow anomalies. Large-scale, purpose-
built networks have been utilized by oceanographers since the 1980s [18]. ese can have
separation distances between transducers that span entire oceans. Eects of current speed on
travel time at these distances is quite signicant making travel-time measurement precision
less important.
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It is conceivable that demand exists for a current measurement technique that provides
real-time data for a small-scale ocean area. Such a product may be used as an additional
tool to track iceberg paths near oshore oil platforms, to aid ocean cleanups, or to assist in
searches covering large bodies of water.ere is very little documented work on current av-
eragingmeasurement instruments at this scale. Such a product would need to combine some
of the precision of the point detectors with the synchronization methods used by large-scale
oceanographic networks.is work attempts to address the need for a better understanding
of the capabilities and limitations of such a system.
1.2 Contributions
is thesis documents the design, testing, and renement of a cabled, short-range distributed
network of acoustic transceivers.e system incorporates a novel combination of features in-
cluding a power-over-data bus-link, high-eciency Class D ampliers, Modbus-based time
synchronization and clock-dri correction, remote data collection for near real-time moni-
toring, and transmission-specicmatched lter signal processing. An analysis of each design
choice and its eect on system performance and accuracy is developed as a reference for fu-
ture work in this area.
e experimental results included demonstrate the eect of the acoustic channel on con-
trolled sound sources.is is another challenging subject area with respect to experimental
data, as gathering such data requires construction of systems that can withstand the harsh
environments. Two of the three documented experiments were performed outside in open
water, providing results that cannot be obtained from the enclosed, reective, environment
of a tank.is information should provide guidance on the expected behaviour of acoustic
waves and the limitations on travel-time measurement precision.
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e included uncertainty analysis and lessons learned sections provide both a quantita-
tive and qualitative analysis of the system.ese results include clear areas for improvement
and further development of such a system. It is anticipated that the major contribution of
this work will be these results, which can be used as a guide for further research focused on
the feasibility of a short-range, travel-time based, current monitoring network.
1.3 Organization
is thesis is broken down into ve distinct sections as follows:
• Chapter 2 includes background information of ocean currentmeasurement techniques.
is includes an overviewof the supporting physics, a brief history of travel time-based
methods, a description of other methods, and an overview of some popular commer-
cial products.
• Chapter 3 focuses on the system hardware. is section contains a complete system
topology, discussion of the detailed design of system communications, power, and
transducer interface circuits.
• Chapter 4 provides a description of the soware used by the system. It includes de-
scriptions of the programming techniques used in the distributed network of micro-
controllers, data collection program, and digital signal processing.
• Chapter 5 presents the experimental results. Results of three distinct tests are included
from various stages of system development.is section includes the objective, mea-
surement data, and a system performance analysis from each test.
• Chapter 6 summarizes the system performance, a list of lessons learned, and recom-
mendations for the focus of future work.
Chapter 2
Background
Research into the behaviour of acoustic waves has been undertaken for hundreds of years.
e earliest records are of natural underwater seismic events that were observed to travel
around the globe. In the early twentieth century man-made explosions were intentionally
triggered and observed across oceans [14]. ese events led to the important observation
that acoustic waves travel relatively unimpeded through the water.
Aer several decades of experiments with explosive sources, enhancements in technol-
ogy led to battery powered sources. Around the same time, underwater acoustic monitoring
devices, hydrophones, were being researched heavily for surveillance purposes inWorldWar
1 and 2. Much of the earliest research in this area is uncredited, as it was done in secret by
military scientists.
By the 1970’s global military research in this subject area had slowed considerably. How-
ever, ocean listening stations developed for submarine detection, such as the Sound Surveil-
lance System in San Diego, were still active and available to researchers for the study of un-
derwater sound. Portable battery and computer technology had also advanced to the point
that measuring acoustic travel times had become more feasible. It was around this time that
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Walter Munk and Carl Munsch rst proposed the idea of measuring ocean temperature and
current using the travel times of acoustic waves [15]. Munk andMunsch would go on to per-
form a considerable amount of research in that area over the next two decades.e bulk of
the contributions from their publications was compiled into a textbook on the topic [14].
Much progress has beenmade in both ocean acoustic tomography and current measure-
ment instruments, although ocean current remains an inherently dicult parameter tomea-
sure and working in the ocean environment comes with many challenges.ese challenges
mean there remains much to learn in this eld.
2.1 Acoustic Wave Propagation inWater
e earliest records of observed long-distance acoustic wave propagations underwater were
in the 19th century. Volcanic explosions were heard across the globe and some of strongest
were shown to circumnavigate the globemultiple times before completely dissipating. In the
rst half of the twentieth century, and driven by World Wars I and II, underwater explosive
testing in San Diego sent acoustic waves that were detected by military listening stations in
Bermuda.
e expected Signal to Noise Ratio(SNR) of an acoustic wave at the receiver can be deter-
mined from the Sonar Equation[14]:
SNR = SL − TL − (NL − AG) dB (2.1)
• SL: Transmission Signal Level (dB).
• TL: Transmission Loss (dB). Increases with range and frequency, this work assumes
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a uniform spherical spreading loss of 20log(R), where R is the range from the trans-
mitter.
• NL: Noise Level at the Receiver (dB). Decreases with frequency at the receiver as most
sources of noise in the ocean are at low frequencies.
• AG: Array Gain (dB). If the receiver consists of an array of hydrophones the array
gain is dened as the SNR improvement provided by combining the signals from the
hydrophones.
As shown by the equation, the SNR at the receiver will decrease with range and increase
with frequency. is makes it desirable to have the receiver and transmitter close together
and to use high frequency transmission signals. In practice this is not always possible as a
short range will limit the measurement area and higher frequency waves do not travel as far
through the water.
In addition to level loss, the shape of the wave is also transformed by the acoustic channel
as it travels. Acoustic waves dissipate through time and space in water, with the motion of
the wave dictated by temperature, pressure, proximity to the bottom and surface, objects in
the water, and the motion of the water itself (waves/currents). Sound in the water will bend
away from regions of higher sound speed (higher temperature, higher pressure). is can
create a “sound channel” or path that acoustic waves will want to follow between two points
underwater.is axis is typically at about 1 km depth throughout most of the world’s oceans.
Reference [14] contains an appendix of sound axis graphs covering most of the globe.
As the wave travels parts of it will move through areas of diering pressure and tem-
perature. is gives the impression at the receiver that the pulse has broken into multiple
copies of itself. Some ray paths may interact with the surface or ocean bottom, changing
their shape in complex ways.is means that a single pulse sent from a source will generate
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many, sometimes heavily altered, pulses at the receiver.is phenomenon is calledmultipath
propagation and is oen modelled using ray theory [14].
Figure 2.1: Visual Representation of the Multipath Eect
Although each source generates an innite number of rays, only a nite number will
intersect the transceiver. is can make the precise measurement of travel times dicult
as a single pulse from the transmitter will appear as many pulses at the receiver. At large
distances the dierent paths can be resolvedmore easily, while at smaller distances they oen
arrive as overlapping micro-paths.ese micro-paths will sometimes interact destructively,
cancelling the wave at the receiver.
While the system described in this work does not attempt to resolve ray paths, a brief
description of ray paths is included as they are very evident in the testing data presented
later. A great deal of literature is dedicated to resolving ray paths and inferring time spent at
dierent depths to prole the water column. References [2], [9], [16], and [17] include just a
small selection of the papers written on this topic.
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ere are several facts that are utilized in travel time-based temperature and current mea-
suring systems:
• e acoustic pulses will travel faster in the direction of the water’s motion.
• In a reciprocal transmission, acoustic rays will traverse the same path in both direc-
tions.
• Sound speed increases with temperature, salinity, and pressure.
Alongwith these facts, there are also some assumptions and simplications used in thiswork:
• e motion of the water does not change between upstream and downstream acoustic
transmissions. During testing, this duration was approximately 60 seconds.
• e motion of the water does not change by more than 50 cm/s between one set of
upstream/downstream acoustic transmissions to the next. During testing, this was
approximately 120 seconds.
• vwater as dened in the formulas is the average velocity of the water along the acoustic
path.is work assumes that the path is axial and does not attempt to determine the
bending radius, or resolve multiple ray paths.
ese three facts and three assumptions were used to derive the following formulas for
straight line sound propagation.ese formulas are the basis for calculating physical param-
eters of current speed and temperature from the observed travel times. ese formulas do
not consider interaction with the surface, or bottom, bending, or other reections.
1. e travel time in a single direction will include the water velocity component along
with the sound speed:
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v1,2 = c + vwater (2.2)
2. Because the wave will traverse the same path in the opposite direction, the travel time
in the opposite direction will include the same vwater component with the opposite
sign.
v2,1 = c − vwater (2.3)
3. By taking the average of the two travel times, you can isolate the sound speed:
v1,2 + v2,1 = 2c (2.4)
4. e following formula denes the relationship between sound speed in water and the
temperature, depth and salinity [13].
c =2.1 × 10−4T3
+ (−5.44 × 10−2 + 8.7 × 10−5S + 3 × 10−7Z)T2
+ (5 − 1.23 × 10−2S − 9.5 × 10−13Z3)T
+ 1402.5 + 1.33S + 1.56 × 10−2Z + 2.55 × 10−7Z2
−7.3 × 10−12Z3 + 1.2 × 10−6Z(Φ − 45) + 1.43 × 10−5SZ
(2.5)
As is evident from the equation, the greatest dependency is on temperature. If the pres-
sure and salinity along the acoustic path are known, this formula can be used to calculate the
water temperature along the acoustic path. Temperature, salinity, and depth can bemeasured
at the node points using commonly available CTD instruments.
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By subtracting the travel times of the acoustic waves in opposite direction, the vwater
component can be isolated and the current along the acoustic path can be measured.
v1,2 − v2,1 = 2vwater (2.6)
Together, these formulas form a set of equations and unknowns. In a scientic or com-
mercial deployment neither the distance, temperature, pressure, acoustic path, or salinity
will be precisely known. e temperature, pressure, and salinity could be measured at the
nodes with a CTD instrument. e acoustic path can be determined by resolving a set of
travel times and dening the path for each ray accordingly.
2.2 History of Acoustic Travel Time Current Sensing
e rst recorded instance of using reciprocal travel times to measure currents in the ocean
is from 1976 [14]. Two transceivers suspended from ships 25 km apart were used to send
reciprocal transmissions. Fourteen ray paths were successfully tracked and the reciprocal
travel times of each were measured.is experiment proved that measuring ocean currents
at the mesoscale was possible and paved the way for future projects and renements in the
area.
e same group continued experiments throughout the 1980s and 1990s. e focus of
their work was on large-scale oceanography, and with each project themapping area became
larger. Much of the literature from this period is dedicated to the interpretation of multiple
ray path travel times over large distances.is work has been the basis for many ocean-wide
(basin-scale) experiments since that time.
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Reference [3] contains an extensive investigation into the notable tomography experi-
ments of the 1990s. e experiments cover locations all over the globe such as the Green-
land Sea, the Strait of Gibraltar, and the Arctic Ocean. Some experiments were xed systems
with cabled or satellite communication streaming the data to land and others were tempo-
rary experiments with store-and-retrieve data collection methods.ese experiments were
conducted over large areas of ocean with a focus on determining shis in ocean currents
and associated eects on the global climate. e paper [3] claims that acoustic tomogra-
phy methods are not suitable for shallow water because of interaction with the bottom and
surface.
roughout the 1990s and 2000s two othermethods of ocean current sensingwere evolv-
ing. Satellite altimetry, which uses the reection of electromagnetic waves, and dri meth-
ods, which let instruments dri with the currents at dierent depths and then report their
locations. Reference [4] proposes that the future of ocean tomography is to act as a com-
plement to these methods.e Argo project outlined in [22] is a network of oats which, at
the time of this writing, comprises a network of 3,868 oats. Satellite altimetry systems op-
erate along most populated coastal areas and can provide current speed measurements for
shallow oceans but cannot penetrate to the deep ocean. Acoustic tomography can be used to
bolster this data and can provide data on less-understood ocean processes such as vorticity
and convection [3].
As processing power and data storage becomesmore accessible, numerical models of the
ocean are becoming more accurate.ese models require data from all sources for verica-
tion, prediction, and renement. Reference [4] concludes that these models would benet
greatly frommore acoustic tomography data, although there is little work being done in this
area. In all cases, the work is focused on large-scale ocean studies.
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In the past decade, a group in Japan has done several experiments on short range acous-
tic travel time based current measurements. ey have deployed sets of transceivers across
rivers and calculated the volumetric ows based on the dierential travel times. [1] describes
one of their experiments across a 30km range. [11] demonstrates the expansion of the idea
into tomography networks in which two pairs of transducers measure current vectors and
the ow direction is calculated from their intersection angle. A number of this groups’ pa-
pers, [12] and [21], use methods developed in oceanography to approximate the ray path
based on the travel times and use these to infer water ow at various depths. eir work is
closely related to the work in this thesis, with the primary dierences being their focus on
river applications and their use of GPS time synchronization between unconnected nodes.
Another class of acoustic travel time current sensing are localized point detectors. Refer-
ences [5] and [6] describe a 3-dimensional acoustic travel-time current point-detector from
Falmouth Scientic Inc. Reference [25] describes the development of the MAVS3 (Modular
Acoustic Velocity Sensor), another acoustic travel time point detector.ese devices use sets
of transducers mounted on a single frame to measure reciprocal travel times over distances
of a few centimetres. ese devices only measure the travel time across the short (approx-
imately one metre) separation between their transducers, hence, the devices only measure
current and temperature at their location.
2.3 Other Current Sensing Methods
e most commonly used current sensing instruments rely on the Doppler eect. Acous-
tic Doppler Current Prolers (ADCPs) send acoustic pulses and measure reections from
nearby particles moving with the current. e Doppler eect states that the frequency of
the reections will be proportional water velocity component in the direction of the acoustic
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source.ese devices can provide vertical and horizontal current proles in the hundreds of
metres range. ey require reective particles to be in the water and are highly sensitive to
noise and reective surfaces near the transducer.
Driing devices are capable of measuring currents over wider areas. Driing device
methods involve an instrument that follows a report-dive-dri-surface-report sequence. One
of the most prominent examples of these types of devices are those used in the Argo project.
As previously discussed, the Argo project is a massive network of driing instruments.e
instruments report periodically on ocean temperature, salinity, and current speed. Data
from the Argos is used by oceanographers, researchers, and modellers around the globe.
Satellite altimetry is another method of measuring current and temperature over wide
ocean areas. Satellite systems send high-frequency electromagnetic waves toward the ocean
surface and study the reections and back-scatter to infer information about the ocean.
ese systems are used by researchers as well and have also found uses in meteorology and
marine reporting.
X-Band radar methods utilize shipboard radar systems, originally intended for naviga-
tion, to measure ocean currents.e back-scatter of the radar pulses are analysed to deter-
mine properties of the sea state. Reference [7] is a recent paper on this topic that includes a
comparison to ADCP data with favourable results.
ere are many other methods in use to measure ocean currents. Mechanical current
meters have many forms and have been used for hundreds of years.ere are other varieties
of electromagnetic-based current measurement schemes. Ocean density measurements can
be used to calculate current speed as well.
ere are pros and cons associatedwith each of thesemethods. ADCPs can provide high-
resolution vertical and horizontal proles but their accuracy is very sensitive to obstructions
in the water or on the surface. Driing devices have range-averaging noise reduction but
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can take days to obtain a single measurement. Satellite altimetry can provide high resolution
current maps in depth and range but are expensive to build, deploy, and maintain. X-band
radar methods use instruments that have been in use for many years for ship navigation, but
require reective particles and have limited range. Mechanical devices use simple, proven,
methods but the moving parts are prone to failure in marine environments.
2.4 Commercially Available Acoustic Travel Time Devices
ere are presently no commercially available products that measure currents with dier-
ential travel times over wide areas. ere are two classes of products in existence - travel-
time based point detectors and custom-built transducer arrays. Two commercially available
travel-time based current detectors are the Falmouth Scientic ACM Plus [5], [6] and the
Nobska Development Corporation MAVS3 [25], [28], [27], and [19]. Each of these products
compete with the more commonly used ADCP type instruments.
Wide area transducer arrays for measuring current are deployed around the globe. At
least two United States patents have been issued for such systems [24], [10] although there
is no indication that these have been developed into commercial products. ese arrays
are typically custom-built for research projects by a University, government, or military or-
ganization. ere is very little record of any type of dierential travel-time based current
measurement system used in the 100m to 3km range that is the focus of this research. Many
papers claim that micro-paths, surface/bottom interaction, and the need for precise timing
measurements prevent this method from being feasible at these ranges [3].
Chapter 3
Hardware
e hardware of the system is the basis for meeting the basic requirement of accurately mea-
suring acoustic travel times.e hardware design includedmicrocontroller selection, circuit
design, and subsea cable splicing.e following specications dene the hardware design:
1. e system must contain two underwater nodes.
2. e system must be capable of running autonomously for one tidal cycle.
3. e system must be powered from a single 12VDC power supply.
4. Each node must be powered through a shore cable.
5. e nodes must communicate with a shore station to send acoustic data.
6. e shore cable will contain only two conductors.
7. Each node must be capable of transmitting and receiving acoustic waves across dis-
tances of up to 150m.
8. Hardware-induced measurement delays must be close enough in both nodes so that
dierential travel times can be measured to an accuracy of ±5µs.
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9. e nodes and subsea cables must operate fully submerged at depths up to 10m.
10. Each nodes must be able to transmit acoustic waves and record them simultaneously.
is set of requirements was developed with consideration of the testing of such as a sys-
tem.e goal was to develop a two-node system that could be deployed in a tidal channel for
one tidal cycle. Some requirements were also driven by equipment availability as all equip-
ment used for the project was repurposed. Part of the investigation, and value in this work, is
the ability to compensate for hardware deciencies with novel soware and data-processing
techniques.
3.1 Topology
e system topology in a typical deployment is shown in Fig. 3.1. e shore station is po-
sitioned close to the water and connected to a data collection PC, a DC power supply, and
the two remote nodes via the shore cable.e shore cable is connected in a daisy-chain con-
guration to the two subsea nodes. Each node is contained in a watertight enclosure and is
connected to a hydrophone along and the shore cable.
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Figure 3.1: System Topology
Each subsea node contains three main components:
• Arduino UNOmicrocontroller.
• Hydrophone interface circuit.
• Power/data decoding and encoding circuit.
e shore station also contains three main components:
• Arduino MEGA microcontroller with SD Card interface.
• Power/data decoding and encoding circuit.
• User control switches for powering and running the system.
e following diagram shows a block level view of the circuitry in the shore station and
connections to the shore cable. Subsequent sections will provide greater detail with respect
to the design of each circuit.
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Figure 3.2: Inter-node Power/Data Bus fromMaster’s Point-of-View
e shore cable contains only two conductors with the data superimposed on top of the
12VDC supply to the subsea nodes. Fig. 3.3 shows a waveform capture of a data packet being
sent on the shore cable.e data packets consist of 5V pulses centred around a 12VDC oset.
Figure 3.3: Waveform Capture of the Power/Data Bus (Fig. 3.2 Ch.1: BUS)
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3.2 Power
e system operates on a single-sided 12VDC supply.is supply is connected at the shore
station and sent to the subsea nodes via the shore cable.emaster and the nodes contain 8V
and 5V regulators for stepping down the supply for powering the Arduinos and integrated
circuits, respectively.e 12V supply line is supplied directly to the signal transformer during
hydrophone transmissions to allow for maximum supply current to the ampliers.
As the shore cable contains only two conductors, this system uses a power-over-data
design.is creates the need to lter the incoming feed from the shore cable before passing
theDCvoltage to the devices.e power ltering circuit consists of an inductor in series with
a capacitance multiplier. e inductor acts as a high impedance at higher frequencies. e
capacitance multiplier provides further ripple protection by acting as a very large capacitor
to ground at the DC input of each node.e power conditioning circuit is shown in Fig. 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Power Conditioning Circuit
Fig. 3.5 shows a waveform capture of the incoming supply aer ltering of the data packets.
e ripple was reduced to 200mV pulses under full load aer ltering, or 4% of the original
data pulses. It should be noted that the ripple reduction provided by the circuit is inversely
proportional to the loading of the supply and thus may not be eective for larger networks.
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Figure 3.5: Power Supply Aer Filtering (Fig. 3.4 Ch.1: V+)
3.3 Microcontrollers
emicrocontrollers used are ArduinoUNOs in the subsea nodes and anArduinoMEGA in
the shore station. Arduinos have the advantage of being easy to program, well documented,
and supported by a large online community.
e Arduino uses a 16MHz clock and a 10-bit Analog to Digital Converter (ADC).ese
limitations created the need for ecient data capture and storage methods. As this is a
timing-critical application, all unnecessary processes are stopped on the microcontrollers
when a data capture event is happening to prevent delays in reading the ADC. Only the
most signicant 8 bits of the 10-bit ADC are stored to increase the rate of data capture and
sample duration.
e Arduino UNO has 32kB of combined program and data space. e size of the pro-
gram was kept to a minimum to allow maximum space for data during a capture event.e
limit was reached at the storage of 850 8-bit samples.e sample rate is 76, 942 Hz, therefore
the system is capable of capturing hydrophone samples 11ms in duration before needing to
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send the data to the shore station. e acoustic frequency of the system is adjustable but
the testing data used a frequency of 12.5 kHz, thus it is sampled at approximately 3 times the
Nyquist rate.
3.4 Communications
e communications circuitry is identical in the shore stations and subsea nodes. It consists
of a data decoder for de-coupling received data from the 12VDC supply and an encoder
for super-imposing transmissions onto the line. Fig. 3.6 shows the data decoding/encoding
circuit.is circuit was adapted from the design found at [26].
Figure 3.6: Data Transmitting and Receiving Circuit
e network uses the Modbus communications protocol. At 9600 bps, the data transmit
rate is approximately 10 kHz.e lters in the power circuit would not show a high enough
impedance at this frequency and so the data is modulated to 1MHz. is modulation is
achieved by connecting a 1 MHz pulse train into the MAX485 data input and connecting
the Modbus transmit from the microcontroller to the data enable pin.e modulation also
prevents long strings of 1’s in the data from appearing as a DC voltage and being dropped by
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the coupling capacitors. Fig. 3.7 shows this modulation.
Figure 3.7: Modulating Outgoing Modbus Transmissions (Fig. 3.6 Ch.1: PT , Ch.2: Tx, Ch.4:
B)
e received data is fed through a coupling capacitor to remove the 12V DC component.
e zero-mean data is then buered via the input of theMAX485 chip.is buering creates
a predictable impedance on the shore cable and allows the input data to be shied up to 0-5V.
e timing of the Modbus data is recovered with a peak detector circuit tuned to operate in
the range of the expected data rates.e timing recovered signals are then buered again via
a 5V op-amp comparator before connecting to the receive pin of themicrocontroller. Fig. 3.8
and Fig. 3.9 show a de-coupled incoming transmission and timing recovery respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Buering Received RS485 Data (Fig. 3.6 Ch.1: A, Ch.2: B, Ch.4: RO)
Figure 3.9: Timing Recovery of RS485 Data (Fig. 3.6 Ch.1: PD+, Ch.2: PD−, Ch.4: Rx)
3.5 Hydrophone Interfaces
Each subsea node is connected to an acoustic transducer (hydrophone).e hydrophone is
capable of acting as transmitter or receiver.e hydrophone interface circuitry contains two
distinct paths which can be switched via a Single-Pole-Double-row relay controlled by the
microcontroller. As receivers, the hydrophones used have a peak response around 12.5kHz.
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As such, that frequency was chosen for the acoustic transmissions, though the frequency
and transmission codes can be modied from the shore station during operation as each
individual transmission is read-back for the matched lter calculations. ese aspects are
discussed further in the soware section.
e transmitter circuitmust achieve suciently high voltage levels to overcome spherical
spreading, the noise in the receiver amplication circuit, and the in-band ambient noise in
the area.e required amplication and signal shape is achieved by a Class D amplier and
small signal output transformer. Fig. 3.10 shows the hydrophone transmission amplier.
Figure 3.10: Hydrophone Transmitting Circuit
emicrocontroller sends a 0-5V PulseWidthModulated (PWM) signal to the amplier
(Fig. 3.11). is signal is relayed directly from the 12V supply and sent through a low-pass
LC lter connected to the output transformer. e output transformer converts the 0-12V
sine wave into a -200-200V sine wave (Fig. 3.12). e transformer secondary is connected
directly to the hydrophone and generates acoustic pulses that can easily be heard 150m away.
e PWM signal from the microcontroller varied from 50kHz to 250kHz and the LC
lter provided a cut-o frequency of 1.5kHz. is provided sucient ltering to supply a
smooth 12.5kHz sinusoid to the transmitting hydrophone as can be seen in the gures.
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Figure 3.11: PWM Signal fromMicrocontroller (Fig. 3.10 Ch.1: PWM)
Figure 3.12: High Voltage Signal to Hydrophone (Fig. 3.10 Ch.1: HYDRO, R1 De-energized)
e transmission circuit also contains a feedback into the microcontroller’s ADC.e
signal going to the hydrophone is attenuated and shied to connect to the ADC.is allows
each transmission to be captured and used in the matched lter process to determine the
travel time. It also allows the user to try dierent waveforms on-the-y without having to
recongure a sample waveform. It captures any distortions and timing delays introduced by
the amplier for each individual transmission. Fig.3.13 shows a read-back signal. It should be
noted that this scheme does not capture distortions or delays introduced by the transducer.
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However, there is strong correlation between the read-back and received signals evident in
the testing data.
Figure 3.13: Attenuated Read-back Signal (Fig. 3.10 Ch.1: DATA, R1 De-energized)
e receiving circuit is shown in Fig. 3.14. It consists of a two-stage amplierwith voltage-
controlled gain. e rst stage is a charge mode amplier typically used for hydrophones.
is stage presents a very high impedance to the hydrophone. e next stage is an op-amp
based inverting amplier with voltage-controlled gain [26]. is allows the user to control
the gain of the receiver for use in dierent environments. Hydrophone waveforms before
and aer amplication are shown in Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16 respectively.
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Figure 3.14: Hydrophone Receiving Circuit
Figure 3.15: Signal Received from Hydrophone (Fig. 3.14 Ch.1: HYDRO, R1 Energized)
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Figure 3.16: Amplied Signal from Hydrophone (Fig. 3.14 Ch.1: DATA, R1 Energized)
Chapter 4
Soware
e soware package for the system consists of three major components. A microcontroller
program written in C runs on the underwater and master nodes.is program handles data
collection, pulse triggering, and sequence control. ere is a C-based computer program
that runs on the data collection computer, it handles serial communications with the master
controller. is program receives the data stream and sends user commands to the master
node. A MATLAB program is used to visualize and process the raw data into travel times
and physical measurements.
A set of requirements for each piece of soware was developed. Project goals, testing
plans, and equipment availability drove these requirements.
e Arduino programs requirements were as follows:
1. e subsea node sowaremust require less than 32kB of space (the size of the Arduino
UNO program space).
2. emaster nodemust require less than 256kB of space (the size of the ArduinoMEGA
program space).
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3. Must be able to capture and store 10ms of hydrophone data at a sample-rate of 25 kHz
or higher.
4. Must be able to synchronize subsea node clocks using only a Modbus message from
the master.
5. Must be able to send the data back to the shore station aer a capture from the hy-
drophone.
6. Transmission sequences and acoustic frequencymust be able to be changed via a com-
mand from the user when the system is deployed.
7. Must be able to measure clock dri between subsea nodes.
8. Must run autonomously for one tidal cycle.
e C-based data capture program on the laptop is driven by these requirements:
1. Must be able to capture data from the onshore master via the USB port.
2. Must capture all data from the master and store it in a format that can be parsed by
the MATLAB data processing code.
3. Must be able to transmit commands from the user to the master and subsea nodes
while the system is deployed.
e MATLAB code for processing of the data onshore has the following set of requirements:
1. Must adjust the timing and sample rate of the received waveforms based on the mea-
sured clock dri.
2. Must be able to measure the travel time of an acoustic wave based on a transmitted
and received waveform.
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3. Must provide eective visualization of the transmitted and received waveforms to the
user.
4. Must be able to process a large volume of travel times into temperature and current
trends.
5. Must be able to calculate travel times from noisy data with heavy multipath interfer-
ence.
ese requirements drove the development of the three pieces of soware required by the
project.e following provides an in-depth discussion of the dierent soware components.
4.1 Measurement Sequence
e network operates on the principal of command and response between the onshore mas-
ter and the two underwater nodes. e master initiates the transmission sequence by as-
signing roles to the nodes - one node is always the transmitter and the other is the receiver.
Both the master and node ow sequences can be represented in state transition diagrams as









































Figure 4.2: Subsea Node State Transition Diagram
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e design is based on minimum control theory. e master node sends the minimum
commands required to keep the system synchronized, allowing the nodes to perform their
receipt and transmission stages without interference. Aer being assigned their roles by
the master both nodes disable their Modbus communications and operate independently.
e transmitter waits for a congurable delay and begins sending the PWM signal to the
amplier while recording the output signal back and storing it.e receiving node waits for
the congurable expected time of arrival, it then records approximately 10ms of hydrophone
data and stores it. During this time all resources of the microcontrollers are dedicated to
wave generation, sampling, and recording.
e nodes re-establish communications with the master upon completion of the trans-
mission and receiving phases. e network enters into a time synchronization cycle when
themaster sends periodic pulses to the nodes and the nodes record the arrival times. Further
discussion is provided in Section 4.2. e last phase of the cycle is data collection. In this
phase each node sends its hydrophone samples, time of last sample, and recorded times of
synchronization pulses.is data is received at the onshore master unit and stored on a local
SD card to be processed later.
4.2 Time Synchronization
Time synchronization was one of the biggest challenges during development. e require-
ment to be able to operate at short-range node separation distances means that the relative
clock-dri between the underwater nodes must be accurately measured.e single conduc-
tor pair in the shore cable prevented a dedicated wired link for sending pulses. e nodes
were not wired to the surface and so GPS time synchronization was not possible.
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A Modbus register is used to achieve a time synch command. e master writes an in-
teger into the top Modbus register and broadcasts it on the network.e Modbus interrupt
on each node is programmed to check for the sequence of bits in this integer and store its
clock value at the time of receipt of the nal bit. is bit will be received simultaneously at
each node, except for a propagation delay of 4 µs (measured) at the more distant node.
When responding to the Master, each node sends the time of last sample along with its
data as discussed in Section 4.1.e time reported by each node is the clock value at the nal
recorded sample minus the clock value at the instance of receiving the time synch pulse. As
each node samples at a constant rate, the time of last sample can be used to assign a time to
each sample and build the time series for the data.
It was discovered early in testing that the clock dri between dierent Arduinos was
more than sucient to cause unacceptable error in the received times. Dri rates of up to
1us/ms were observed between two controllers. As the system requires a 500ms setup time
aer synchronization, at a 100ms travel time the clocks may have dried by as much as 600
µs in this time.
Fig. 4.3 shows measured clock dri from a eld sample. e horizontal axis is the ms
counter of the master node, the blue line is the ms counter in Node 1, and the red line is the
ms counter in Node 2. In the gure on the le it appears that the counters are all at the same
value, but a zoomed in view of the 600ms point shows the approximate 600 µs dierence
in the counters of nodes 1 and 2. is would translate to an error of almost 450 cm/s in a
current measurement over a 150m range.
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Node Clock Dri Over 600ms (Zoom)
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Figure 4.3: Clock Dri Over a 600ms Time-span
is amount of dri was unacceptable and required correction. e high-precision re-
quirement and unpredictable deployment environment presented challenges in applying this
correction. Attempts at pre-deployment calibrations were unsuccessful as the clock dri
would swing with variation in the ambient temperature of the deployment environment. At
these precision levels, other variables such as relative humidity, controller age, and running
time would also throw o static calibration osets.
For this reason, it was decided tomeasure the relative node clock dri during each sample
sequence. To achieve this, the master sends a series of periodic time synch pulses and each
node records the time of receipt of each pulse. e mathematical determination of clock
dri based on the returned values are described next.
is section utilizes a unique set of symbols dened below:
• τi , j:e time reported by node i of the arrival of time synchronization message j.
• ti , j:e actual time node i received time synchronization message j.
• δi :e fraction that node i’s clock has dried from an ideal 16MHz.
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• tprop,i :e propagation delay of the time synchronization message from the Master to
node i.
e following equation relates the times reported by the nodes (the τ’s) to the true times (the
t’s).
τ1,1 = δ1(t1,1 + tprop,1) τ2,1 = δ2(t2,1 + tprop,2) (4.1)
Both clocks have independent dri errors and propagation times. However, for deter-
mination of the dierential travel time, only the relative clock dri between the two nodes
is required. e dierence in propagation times to node 1 and 2 is what is required. e
propagation time to node 1 can be set to 0 and a new variable can be dened that represents
the propagation time from node 1 to node 2.
tprop,2,1 = tprop,2 − tprop,1 (4.2)
e time-scale can now be adjusted from being relative to the master node, to being
relative to node 1 by setting δ1 = 1 and tprop,1 = 0, and the equations become:
τ1,1 = t1,1 τ2,1 = δ2(t2,1 + tprop,2,1) (4.3)
Once the rst time synchronization message has been received, τ1,1 and τ2,1 are sent to
the master to be recorded. Aer this, a second time synchronization message is sent to the
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nodes. Dening ∆t1,2 as the time between the two pulses, the nodes will report the following
receipt times:
τ1,2 = t1,1 + ∆t1,2 τ2,2 = δ2(t2,1 + tprop,2,1 + ∆t1,2) (4.4)
Subtracting the equations in 4.3 from the equations in 4.4 results in the following equations:
∆t1,2 = τ1,2 − τ1,1 ∆t1,2 = τ2,2 − τ1,2δ2 (4.5)
Setting the two equations in 4.5 and rearranging gives the following:
δ2 = τ2,2 − τ2,1τ1,2 − τ1,1 (4.6)
As all of the τ values are known, the dierence in clock rates between the two nodes (δ2) can
be calculated and used to adjust the time scale of the higher designated node.As tprop,2,1 is a
constant it was measured in the lab to be 4.0 µs and numerically applied during current and
temperature calculations.
t2,l astSample = τ2,l astSample + tprop,2,1δ2 (4.7)
e calculated clock speed error is also used to determine the true sample period of the
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higher designated node.
T2,s,actual = T2,s,programmedδ2 (4.8)
ese transformations are then applied to the signal received from the higher designated
node.e sample time transformation is applied by calculating the new sample points based
on 4.8 and interpolating the raw data. For example, consider this numerical demonstration
from a eld sample:
τ2,l astSample = 502361µs
T2,s,programmed = 13µs
δ2 = 0.9997
t2,l astSample = 502361µs
T2,s,actual = 13.004µs
e data points in the node 2 time-series are then plotted along a line with a period of
13.004 µs and a nal point at 502361 µs. is eectively aligns the two signals to the same













Received Signal vs. Time
Before Transformation
Aer Transformation
Figure 4.4: Time Shi and Scaling of a Received Signal
As observed in the gure, the shape and position of the waveform is changed by this
transformation. It may be more desirable to use more accurate clocks for this purpose but
temperatures, moisture, and long periods of extended use in the oshore environment will
eventually cause clock dri between controllers in distant locations. is method dynami-
cally corrects for these errors and adapts along with the environment. In practice, this trans-
formation drastically improved the consistency of travel time calculations over collections
of samples.
4.3 Travel Time Calculation
Once the time series of the received and transmitted signals have been recorded and aligned
to a common clock, the travel time of the wave can be measured. is measurement is
completed using matched ltering, also known as autocorrelation. e transmitted wave
is shied, one sample at a time, and multiplied by the received signal. e point where the
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signals align will create a peak in their product. e travel time will then result from the
number of shis to reach the peak multiplied by the sample period.
e biggest challenge with using this method in underwater acoustic transmissions is
the multipath eect. A single transmitted wave can appear as many overlapping waves at the
receiver and the secondary paths oen create higher peaks in the cross correlation than the
initial wave. Fig. 4.5 shows an incorrect travel time due tomultipath error. In the hydrophone
2 to 1 transmission (right-side) the peak in the autocorrelation aligns the signals one period
late.
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Hydrophone 1 ->Hydrophone 2
(a)








































Figure 4.5: Autocorrelation with Multipath Error
Blue: Transmitted, Red: Received
a,b: Full Time Scale
c,d: Zoom-in At Time of Receipt with Shied Transmission Superimposed
e,f: Auto-correlation Results as T is Shied Over R
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Ideally, a very short pulse would be sent from the transmitter enabling the rst arrival to
be easily detected. However, a single pulse does not have sucient energy to be accurately
detected at the receiver. Ambient noise and anomalies in the travel path prevent short trans-
mission travel times from being accurately measured. For this reason, longer transmission
sequences are desirable but are more prone to misidentied peaks in the cross correlation
due to overlapping multipaths.
Binary Phase Shi Keyed transmission sequences are used to help overcome this prob-
lem. Longer series of pulses, broken into bits separated by 180-degree phase shis, create
steep peaks in the cross correlation allowing the dierent travel paths to be easily identied.
e following gure shows a transmitted signal with sequence ‘101’ and the corresponding
cross correlation output.
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Hydrophone 1 ->Hydrophone 2
(a)




Hydrophone 2 ->Hydrophone 1
(b)


































Figure 4.6: BPSK Sequence Autocorrelation
Blue: Transmitted, Red: Received
a,b: Full Time Scale
c,d: Zoom-in At Time of Receipt with Shied Transmission Superimposed
e,f: Auto-correlation Results as T is Shied Over R
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Comparing the autocorrelation outputs in Fig. 4.6 with Fig. 4.5 shows the benet of using
such a sequence. e steeper peaks and troughs make it easier to resolve overlapping mul-
tipaths. is scheme is normally used with much longer sequences, however, this system
was limited by the low storage capacity at the receiving node. In practice, even this short
sequence provided much more consistency across samples during testing.
Due to the multipath eect, the strongest peak may not correspond with the rst arrival
time. As such, the processing algorithm records the top ten peaks. e ten peaks in the
context of a long series of reciprocal travel times can be used to make informed decisions
about which peak to select. More detail is provided on how these peaks are used in the
following section.
4.4 Current and Temperature Measurement
is section denes the formulas used to calculate current and sound speed values from the
travel time data.e goal is to dene the relationship between the acoustic travel times, the
temperature, andwater velocity along the acoustic path. Each of these derivations begin with
the principles outlined in Section 2.1.
e temperature measurement starts with measuring the sound speed based on the sum
of dierential travel times:










e relationship between the speed of sound and temperature used in this work is out-
lined in [13] and repeated in 4.10:
c =2.1 × 10−4T3
+ (−5.44 × 10−2 + 8.7 × 10−5S + 3 × 10−7Z)T2
+ (5 − 1.23 × 10−2S − 9.5 × 10−13Z3)T
+ 1402.5 + 1.33S + 1.56 × 10−2Z + 2.55 × 10−7Z2
−7.3 × 10−12Z3 + 1.2 × 10−6Z(Φ − 45) + 1.43 × 10−5SZ
(4.10)
e velocity measurement falls naturally out of the equations dened in Section 2.1, it is
derived as follows:








ese formulas provide averaged temperature and velocity values along the acoustic path.
In this work it is assumed that the acoustic path of the earliest arriving wave accurately sam-
ples the entire water column between the two nodes. Formula 4.10 can be solved for T by
solving the cubic and extracting the real root for a xed c, S, Z, and Φ. e leading linear
terms for T (5) and S (1.33) provide rough guidance on the eect they have on the speed of
sound. Both terms are signicant and in a deployed system this data could be provided by
CTD to improve the absolute accuracy of the measurements.
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e rst step aer a system deployment is to determine the distance between the nodes.
is is done by independentlymeasuring temperature and salinity, and calculating the sound
speed at the time of deployment with formula 4.9. A transmission sequence is then initiated
and the rst arrival peak is manually identied by viewing the plot. e distance between




Once the initial calculation is complete, the distance for this deployment will not change.
is enables determination of temperature through the use of formula 4.10.e autocorre-
lation performed for each transmission pair stores the top n peaks in each direction. is
means that the algorithm to determine water temperature and velocity is provided with a set
of n possibilities for each of t1 and t2.is creates n2 possibilities for Σt and ∆t.
Identication of the correct peak uses the fact that water velocity between two points will
not increase rapidly from one sample to the next. An error in peak identication will cause
a jump of at least one period of the acoustic frequency (in this case 80 µs) in the measured
travel time from one sample to the next. An 80 µs jump in travel time corresponds to a 60
cm/s change in current speed at 150m distance. At a sample interval of approximately two
minutes, this size of a jump is extremely unlikely.
First, the algorithm is seeded with an initial expected velocity by manually analysing the
rst transmission set. e [t1, t2] for the second transmission is selected as the pair that
provides the closest ∆t to the manually analysed reading. Once z transmission pairs have
been analysed in this way a running, weighted average is used for the expected ∆t. e
expected ∆t is a weighted average of the previous z samples. is allows peaks that would
create sudden jumps in water velocity to be rejected. Utilizing neighbourhood information
and informed knowledge about a measurement parameter is a common technique. An early
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paper describing one such method is [23].
is method is more eective for calculating velocity than temperature. It exploits the
fact that the wave will travel the same path in both directions - meaning that the multipaths
will be the same for both t1 and t2. e algorithm will not always choose the rst wave
arrival but will always choose matching ray arrivals for t1 and t2.is methodology enables
determination of dierential travel times, however it results in some high frequency noise in
temperature data that can be observed in the dataset.
4.5 Error Analysis
e errors in the travel timemeasurements are a factor of the errors in hardware and physical
factors of the wave motion.e physical anomalies such as cross currents, and momentary
shis are not considered in this work and the following assumptions are used:
• e waves travel directly from the transmitter to the receiver.
• Any changes in the ocean between the upstream and downstream transmissions are
negligible.
e error analysis in the velocity and temperature calculations both begin with the dis-





ed (error in distance measurement) can be determined by considering the errors ec and
et . ec is proportional to the error in an initial, independent, temperature measurement. A 1
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degree error in this temperature measurement translates to an ec of 4 m/s.
is work assumes that the salinity, depth, and latitude are constant. Some of these fac-
tors, particularly salinity, have a signicant impact on the absolute error and would need to
be independently measured with a CTD instrument in a real application. For this proof-of-
concept testing, constant approximations are used, as a CTD instrument was not available.
e hardware and soware induced delays are of the most interest in this work, as these
cannot be removed with complimentary data measurements from a CTD. We can negate
clock dri between the controllers here, as that is measured and removed from the calcula-
tions as described in Section 4.3.
To determine the delays introduced by the hardware and hydrophones we dene the
following terms:
• tt,actual : True time the acoustic pulse leaves the transducer.
• tt,reported : Time of acoustic pulse recorded at transmitter.
• tt, f i l ters: Time for the signal to pass through the transmitter signal processing hard-
ware.
• tr,actual : True time the acoustic pulse arrives at receiver.
• tr,reported : Time of acoustic pulse recorded by receiver.
• tr, f i l ters: Time for the signal to pass through the receiver signal processing hardware.
• thydro: Delay between themotion of the hydrophone and a signal appearing at the input
to the signal processing hardware.
e actual time of transmissionwill be slightly later than reported as the wave is recorded
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electrically. In practice there will be a delay between a voltage being applied to the hy-
drophone terminals and themechanical reaction.e delays induced by the lters and ADC
must also be subtracted.
tt,actual = tt,reported + thydro − tt, f i l ters (4.14)
e actual time of receiptwill be slightly earlier than reported as themechanical/electrical
lag in the piezoelectric sensor is included in the reported time.e receiver circuit also has
it own signal processing and ADC which will induce delays.
tr,actual = tr,reported − thydro − tr, f i l ters (4.15)
e true travel time is:
tactual = tt,actual − tr,actual
= (tr,reported − thydro − tr, f i l ters) − (tt,reported + thydro − tt, f i l ters)
= (tr,reported − tt,reported) − 2thydro − tr, f i l ters + tt, f i l ters
(4.16)
And so it follows that:
et = −2thydro − tr, f i l ters + tt, f i l ters (4.17)
e lter induced delays were measured in the lab.ese were determined to be on the
order of ns and can be neglected.at leaves the delay from the piezoelectric hydrophones,
which can go as high as one period of the sinusoidal input signal. Adding these error terms
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to the distance calculation results in the following:
ed = (c + ec)(t1 + t2 + 2et)2 − c(t1 + t2))2 (4.18)
Aer the initial calculation of distance, the travel times are used to determine sound speed.




Adding the error terms to the d and t terms gives the following error for c:
ec = (d + ed)(Σt + 2et)2(t1 + et)(t2 + et) − dΣt2t1t2 (4.20)




Adding the error terms gives the following:
ev = (d + ed)(∆t + e∆t)2(t1 + et)(t2 + et) − d∆t2t1t2 (4.22)
Note the introduction of the e∆t term to the error numerator. Ideally the errors in t1
and t2 would cancel perfectly and the ∆t term would be exact. In practice however, small
dierences in the travel time calculations in each direction create a small error in ∆t. e
value of e∆t is dicult to quantify and sowas determined experimentally to be approximately
±5us.e details around this determination are discussed further in Section 5.1.
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e dierent errors present themselves in the data in dierent ways. As the distance
calculation is performed once, the error in distance creates a constant oset across all data.
e errors in travel times also have a constant bias term resulting from the hydrophone delay.
is delay may uctuate with temperature but changes relatively slowly.e error in ∆t and
small errors in the travel time calculation vary rapidly and appear as high frequency noise
in the data.
4.6 User Interface
e experimental nature of the work required the ability to change system operating pa-
rameters during testing. A simple command-line based user interface was developed which
enables the user to send commands to the underwater nodes from onshore. Commands are
entered at the data collection PC connected to the master node via USB and relayed to the
underwater nodes.e syntax of a command is as follows:
NodeNumber,Command , Parameter
e following is a list of valid commands to the system and a brief description of their eect.
Command Parameter Description
br Baud Rate
Changes the Modbus Baud Rate (triggers a system re-
set).
ct Communications Timeout
e time in milliseconds for a node to wait for a Mod-
bus message from the master before resetting itself.
da Date
e current date. used to track time for naming of data
les on the SD card.
dp Data Points





e time in milliseconds for a node to wait aer re-
ceiving its role before initiating its receive or transmit.
 First Transmitter Sets which node transmits rst upon startup.
ga Gain Manual entry of hydrophone receiver gain.
gl Gain Level
Sets the hydrophone input ampliers at the nodes to a
preset pair of gain values.
hi High Speed Modbus
Sets the baud rate to 9600bps and the polling rate to
50ms (triggers a system reset).
in Initialize
Sets the values stored in the EEPROMof the nodes and
master to a set of default values.
lo Low Speed Modbus
Sets the baud rate to 2400bps and polling rate to
200ms (triggers a system reset).
mi Minute
e current minute. used to track time for naming of
data les on the SD card.
mu Mute Toggle
e system will operate without sending signals to the
hydrophones.
nc Number of Cycles
e number of complete cycles of the transmission se-
quence to repeat.
np Number of Pulses
e number of pulses in a single bit of the transmission
sequence.
ns Number of Synchs
Sets the number of synchronization pulses sent to the
nodes during each transmission cycle.




Sends a reset command to the nodes and then resets
the master.
sd SD Toggle Enables and disables writing to the SD card.
se Sequence
An integer representing the BPSK sequence pattern
transmitted by the nodes.
tt Timer Top
Changes the frequency of the hydrophone transmis-
sions.
Table 4.1: User Interface Commands
ese commandsweremost useful during setup and initial testing.e commandsmade
it possible to experiment with dierent acoustic transmission sequences to determine the
optimal pattern in a new environment. As each transmission is read back and stored by the
transmitter, the matched ltering adapts along with changes in the sequence.
As an example, consider the following sequence of commands:
• 3, se, 27
• 3, tt, 127
• 3, np, 5
• 3, se, 2
is sets the BPSK transmission sequence to ‘11011’ (27), the timer top to 127 (corre-
sponding to a transmission frequency of 12.5 kHz), the number of pulses per bit to 5, and the
number of sequences to 2.e acoustic transmissions will then be set to a stream of 50 pulses
at 12.5kHz in the pattern ‘1101111011’ where each binary number consists of 5 periods and a
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transition between ‘0’ and ‘1’ corresponds to a 180-degree phase shi.ese parameters can
be easily modied ‘on-the-y’ to adapt to dierent deployment environments.
To achieve high resolution in the measured travel times, sequences which create the
sharpest peaks when autocorrelated are desired. In practice, pseudorandom m-sequences
are used to achieve this as outlined in [22]. A pseudorandom m-sequence is a periodic se-
quence which generates every possible representation of the bits in the sequence (except all
zeroes).ese sequences provide the highest SNR gain when autocorrelated.e space lim-
itations at the receiving controller prevented this system from using the full benet of these
sequences. However, the soware is designed to support any length of such a sequence and
to allow for eld changes.ese values could be modied aer deployment to determine the
best sequence for a given deployment environment.
Chapter 5
System Testing
e system has been tested extensively both in the lab, and in the eld. e rst tests were
performed on the laboratory bench with the hydrophones transmitting through the air. Hy-
drophones are not optimized for use out of water and so only limited testing was possible this
way. Further testing and verication was done in the deep tank at the Memorial University
hydraulics lab. e highly reective environment of the tank created problems with signal
detection. Large bodies of open water were required for the full system tests.
e rst eld tests were done under ice cover in Long Pond near Memorial University in
St. John’s.ere was very little current in Long Pond during the winter season, but ndings
were close enough to readings from an ADCP to warrant testing in more dicult environ-
ments.e system was deployed in Bellevue, NL for a two day period during summer 2019
to measure tidal currents.is trial yielded successful results and provided valuable insight
into the possibilities of the system.
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5.1 Lab Verication of Travel Time Accuracy
Travel times of acoustic waves through the air were used during design and development.
e hydrophones can detect signals from short distances when out of water.is, combined
with the property that the dierential travel time between two waves travelling through still
air should be zero, was utilized to rene and test the system in the lab. Fig. 5.1 shows the



































































































Figure 5.1: Travel Time Testing in Lab
Blue: Transmitted, Red: Received
a,b: Full Time Scale
c,d: Zoom-in At Time of Receipt with Shied Transmission Superimposed
e travel time in both directions in this transmission was measured to be 3676.4 µs. At
an expected speed of sound through air of 343 m/s, this should correspond to a measured
distance of 1.26m. Ametre stickwas used tomeasure the distance of the hydrophones at 1.2m.
As themeasured distance was between the edge of the rubber covers of the hydrophones, the
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cover thickness likely contributed to the error.
e system was designed to specication such that the dierential travel time between
the two nodes at this distance would not exceed 5us. To ensure this functionality, the system
was le to run for a 2 hour span, sampling every two minutes.e ∆t for each transmission
pair was then veried to ensure conformance to specication.is testing allows ±5µs to be
used as the error in ∆t for the error analysis.
is method was also used to determine the sensitivity of the system. Moving the two
hydrophones closer should produce shorter travel times. With an assumed sound speed of
343 m/s, a 1 mm movement in a hydrophone should produce a travel time change of 2.9µs.
Fig. 5.2 shows a picture of the distance testing setup in the lab.
Figure 5.2: Lab Testing of Distance Sensitivity
is setup was used to capture 45 samples at a distance of approximately 1.26m. Aer
45 samples the distance was increased by 1mm and another 45 samples were captured. e
plot of the data from this testing is shown in Fig. 5.3. From the data it can be seen that the
system could reliably detect 1mm changes in position if averaging over at least ve readings.
is result led to the design of the system to continuously send transmissions to maximize
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the amount of data retrieved for a deployment.

















Travel Time Sensitivity Testing
Distance Increased by 1mm
Figure 5.3: Distance Based Sensitivity Testing in Lab
ese tests also acted as a calibration of the entire system as all components were utilized.
e absolute accuracy of a single travel time measurement was dicult to determine as the
thickness of the hydrophone covers was not known.
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5.2 Long PondWinter 2019: Measurements Under Ice
e rst eld tests of the system were performed in Long Pond during the winter of 2019.
e ice cover simplied the launching process as the hydrophones were suspended through
holes in the ice and the electronics enclosures stayed dry atop the ice. Fig. 5.4 shows a top
down view of the node positioning. e data presented here is from the 120m separation
point. Fig. 5.5 shows a ground level view from the location of node 1.
Figure 5.4: Long Pond Testing February 2019 Top-Down View
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Figure 5.5: Long Pond Testing February 2019 Ground Level View
In this test the hydrophones were suspended through the ice at a separation distance
of 120m. Travel times were measured at a number of dierent depths by lowering the hy-
drophones in controlled steps. An ADCP was also deployed for comparison to the system
measurements. Fig. 5.6 shows the data comparison of the two measurement methods.
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Figure 5.6: ADCP and Travel Time Based Data Comparison
a: Travel Time Based Velocity, b: ADCP Velocity (East Component)
c: Travel Time Based Temperature, d: ADCP Temperature Sensor
A notable result from this testing was the clarity of the data at the shallowest depths. It
is suspected that this was due to the hydrophones being close to the reective ice layer.e
angle of reections from the ice were thus shallower and interacted less with reections from
the bottom and axial travel paths. Fig. 5.7 shows a comparison of the quality of the received











Transmission at 1m Depth
(a)





Transmission at 4m Depth
(b)
Figure 5.7: Long Pond Depth Comparison
Blue: Transmitted, Red: Received
a: Easily Separable Paths at 1m Depth
b: Destructive Multipath Interference at 4m Depth
In this testing, a SonTek Argonaut XR was used to measure the temperature of the water.
e average temperature reading was 2.8○C and SonTek claims an accuracy of ±0.1○C in the
product datasheet. Working through the error formulae as outlined in Section 4.5 gives the
following error values:
• ed = 0.27m
• eT = 1.57○C
• ev = 4.3cm/s
e water in Long Pond was not moving fast enough to surpass the expected error value.
While the results were promising, and in alignmentwith theADCPdata, fastermovingwater
was needed to verify the system.
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5.3 Bellevue Summer 2019: Tidal Current Measurement
Bellevue is a town on the Northeast coast of Newfoundland. It has a natural channel near
the coast where water is concentrated to funnel in and out of during tide changes.is cre-
ates predictably varying currents, making the area ideal for testing the current measurement
system. Fig. 5.8 shows a topographic view of the test setup.
Figure 5.8: Bellevue Testing August 2019 Top-Down View
e subsea nodes and hydrophones were attached to steel frames and deployed from
kayaks. Fig. 5.9 shows the system deployment setup. Node 2 came to rest in about 4m of
water and the hydrophone was fastened about 1m from the bottom. Node 1 was placed in
approximately 1.5m of water at low tide and its hydrophone was also fastened 1m from the
bottom.
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Figure 5.9: Bellevue Testing August 2019 Ground Level View
Once it was conrmed that the signals were being captured and the node gains were
balanced, the system was le to run autonomously for approximately 48 hours. is was
long enough to capture 4 complete tide cycles. A shing vessel caught the buoy from node
2 in its propeller on day 2 of the deployment. is resulted in the frame being tipped and
the hydrophone coming to rest in silt. ere is signicant degradation in the quality of the
signals from Node 2 aer this point, which is observed in the data.
Fig. 5.10 shows the time-series of the current and temperaturemeasurement of the system
during this testing. Positive velocity in this case is dened as water moving away from Node






















































Figure 5.10: Current and Temperature from Bellevue Testing August 2019
Tide Predictions from https://www.waterlevels.gc.ca/
Blue: High Tide, Green: Low Tide, Red: Propeller Strike
a: Water Velocity (+v: Tide Coming, -v: Tide Going Out)
b: Water Temperature
ere are several observations that can be made from this data.e zero-crossings align
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closely with the predicted high and low tides as expected, as this is where the current changed
direction.e velocity and temperature curves are approximately 180 degrees out of phase.
is is because when the tide was going out (positive ow), the water owing past the hy-
drophones was coming from the shallow bay in Bellevue and the water had been warmed by
the sun. When the tide was coming in, colder oceanwater was owing past the hydrophones.
e assumption of constant salinity (35 parts per thousand) caused some error in the
temperature data. While the tide was going out, the water was fresher as it included run-o
from streams in the area.is limits the absolute accuracy of the testing data. However, the
relative values and trending when compared to expected high and low tide levels still provide
proof-of-concept of this method. In a commercial or scientic deployment of such a system,
better absolute accuracy could be attained by using complimentary data from a CTD.
Looking at the section of data before the propeller strike shows that the zero crossings
align closely with the predicted high and low tides from [20]. Aer the propeller strike
the data becomes much more scattered due to the degradation of the signals from the hy-
drophones. Even in this range, most of the data is in the positive range aer low tide and
the negative range aer high tide. e shi in temperature data was caused by a change in
distance between the nodes aer the propeller strike. Fig. 5.11 shows the eect of this event
on the quality of the acoustic data.
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Transmission Before Propeller Strike
(a)





Transmission Aer Propeller Strike
(b)
Figure 5.11: Propeller Strike Eect on Data Quality
Blue: Transmitted, Red: Received
a: High Quality Transmission Before Propeller Strike
b: Low Energy Transmission Aer Propeller Strike
Awater temperature estimate of 14.8○C was used for the initial node distance calculation.
As no temperature monitoring instrument was available, and absolute accuracy was not the
goal of this demonstration, a temperature error estimate of±1○C is used for the error analysis.
As was the case with the salinity, these measurements could be improved with independent
instruments which are readily available in practice but were not available for this testing.
Working through the error formulae outlined in Section 4.5 yields the following error values:
• ed = 0.55m
• eT = 2.25○C
• ev = 4.0cm/s
Note that errors for distance and temperature are higher than for the Long Pond testing,
while the error in water velocity is lower. is is because the Bellevue testing has a higher
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initial temperature uncertainty but a greater distance between the nodes.ese error values
only apply to the period of data before the propeller strike. Aer the propeller strike the
quality of received data was degraded to a point that the ability of the system to measure
travel times accurately was hindered. is can be seen clearly by the increase in scattered
points aer the strike.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
is was a challenging project which stretched acrossmany disciplines.e nature of the pa-
rameters being measured made modelling and testing extremely challenging. Despite these
things it was still possible to produce favourable results with limited equipment. e data
from the Bellevue deployment demonstrates that the method is sound, and it is possible to
measure currents at short ranges using reciprocal travel times.
Further development of these ideas using more capable hardware could produce better
results. Input from oceanographers and physicists could yield more eective acoustic signal
patterns.e novel concept of recording each transmission before applyingmatched ltering
makes it possible to trial dierent signal patterns without reprogramming the controllers.
e value of this technology is the resultant single-axis current meter, which does not
suer from the erratic measurements of single-point detectors. e technology could be
easily extended using the concepts noted above to develop a more powerful tomography




e goal of this project was to determine the feasibility of using dierential travel time to
measure ocean currents at short ranges. e testing phase included several failed attempts
and design changes before obtaining the results included in this thesis. Some insight was
also gained along the way into opportunities for reducing the system error.
e initial set of eld tests in Long Pond included three attempts before nal results were
collected on the fourth try. ese tests revealed the sensitivity of Arduino clock dri to
temperature. Given the importance of clock synchronization to the results, it is necessary
to have a dynamic measurement of clock dri as it can change drastically with changes in
the deployment environment. Later attempts revealed the sensitivity of the communications
circuits to changes in temperature and humidity. It is a necessity to test these designs in the
expected conditions of the environment.
e ice-covered pond provided a great test environment for the system. It is much easier
to walk across the ice with the equipment and deploy through holes in the ice than it is to
deploy from a boat. In a design that is impossible to test in a reasonably sized tank due to the
reection of acoustic waves in that environment, a frozen pond or lake provides a suitable
test area.
While many of the electrical and soware issues were resolved following the Long Pond
deployment, some mechanical traps presented themselves during the rst test in Bellevue.
e frames constructed for the rst test were not suciently weighted to remain station-
ary in the strong tidal currents. e system was deployed for approximately one hour be-
fore enough kelp built up on the hydrophone cables to catch the current and uproot the
hydrophone mounts. e nal test used heavier test frames, with cables kept as low and
direct as possible to avoid build up of driing materials.
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e propeller strike on the second day of deployment in Bellevue caused a degradation
of the data in that period. An identication buoy was clearly marked and close to a pre-
existing buoy in the area, so there was little more that could have been done to avoid such an
encounter. It is interesting to observe the eect of this event on the ability of the system to
measure the current. e values aer the strike are more scattered but remain qualitatively
similar.e susceptibility of such a system tomajor environment changes such as this would
depend on the required accuracy. While a wireless system with GPS synchronization would
be more resilient to environmental events, it would require more expensive and specialized
hardware to build and maintain. Any decision on which type of system is required for a
specic application would need to consider these factors.
is work can also provide some quantitative analysis for deployment considerations.
Accuracy of the current measurement is directly proportional to the distance between the
two nodes. e nodes in the Bellevue test were approximately 130m apart which translated
to an expected error in the current measurement of 4.0 cm/s. is error comes with the
caveat that we are assuming uniform current over the acoustic path, although more nodes
could be added to increase resolution if required.is area contained currents on the order
of ±50cm/s, making the error acceptable for demonstrating the method. In open ocean,
however, currents aremuch lower and rarely exceed 10 cm/s.e distance between the nodes
could be increased to achieve the accuracy required in such a deployment. A separation
distance of 1 km would provide a much lower error value of 0.8 cm/s.
A major hindrance to accuracy in this system is the power-over-data design.is design
allowed testing to proceed at long distances as the only cable that was available was two-core.
However, the power-over-data design creates a large amount of noise in the power supply for
the hydrophone amplier circuit. It is anticipated that isolating the data and power would
create much cleaner hydrophone signals and would reduce the all-important error in ∆t
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below 5µs. With an error in ∆t of 2 µs and node separation distance of 1 km, the error
in velocity would be 0.3 cm/s. Error values in this range may be acceptable in an iceberg
monitoring or environmental study application.
6.2 Future Work
ere are several options to further develop thework presented in this thesis. An experimen-
tal verication of the claim that errors could be greatly reduced by isolating data and power
and increasing node separation would be valuable. If these lower errors could be veried the
natural progressionwould be to increase the number of nodes and acoustic paths. A network
of four underwater nodes surrounding a 1km2 area would provide an invaluable demonstra-
tion of these methods. Such a system, however, would require signicant investment and
deployment planning.
Another possible avenue for development is in data-processing.e data from the Belle-
vue test provides a sample of both high- and low-delity transmissions. An investigation
into numerical analysis methods could determine if a cleaner sinusoid could be extracted
from the cross-correlation peaks. is work uses a relatively simple running weighted av-
erage to choose which peak to interpret as the travel path but a neural network may enable
more accurate classications.
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